
BTG presents: Christmas Catch
Experience the enchantment of the holiday season with Christmas Catch!

Santa’s reindeer are working tirelessly with every spin and reaction offering the chance to bring 
the magic of Christmas to life. Unveil the surprises left by Santa himself, as enchanting Gifts Bonus 
Prizes appear after each reaction. Watch as the reindeer diligently collect your prizes, filling each 
Sleigh for the season of giving! And if you’ve made Santa’s list this year, you could receive a 
Golden Sleigh, complete with a shiny x10 multiplier.

On Christmas Eve, listen closely for the gentle sound of reindeer hooves on rooftops, signaling 
the arrival of Free Spins and an abundance of Sleighs! The first Sleigh takes flight, carrying a x1 
Sleigh Multiplier and the multiplier grows with each subsequent Sleigh as the festivities kick off! 
Feel the joy of Christmas as each Sleigh multiplies your Gifts Bonus Prizes! 

Let it snow as Win ExchangeTM transforms your big wins into Free Spins for the most wonderful 
time of the year! Embrace the true spirit of the season with Bonus Buy, where Free Spins await, 
wrapped up in a big red bow, ready to unleash the full splendor of the holiday festivities! 

Let the jingle of sleigh bells accompany your every win this holiday season in Christmas Catch.

HIGHLIGHTS
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BIG TIME GAMING | CHRISTMAS CATCH

• Collect Gifts Bonus Prizes in Sleighs.
• Free Spins with an unlimited Sleigh Multiplier.
• Win Exchange™ to turn big wins into Free Spins.
• Bonus Buy to purchase Free Spins.

Min Stake €/£/$ 0.20

Max Stake €/£/$ 7 (Max Exposure 250,000), 15 (Max Exposure 500,000) or 30 (Max Exposure 1,000,000)

Features

Max Win

Win Ways

4 (Gifts Bonus, Free Spins, Win ExchangeTM, Bonus Buy)

31,430x

117,649

Reels x Rows

RTP

Volatility

6 x 7

96.53%

Very High

GENERAL INFORMATION



Game ID RTPOSS IDOSS Game Type

ChristmasCatch christmascatch 95.77% - 95.90%christmastchv195

christmascatch christmascatchv1ChristmasCatch 96.53%
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Gather three or more mouthwatering golden pudding Scatters in the Base Game, and you’ll unlock a generous reward of 10 

Free Spins. For each Scatter beyond the third, you’ll receive an additional two Free Spins, making the festivities even more 

delightful. As the clock strikes Christmas Eve, the magic begins. The first Sleigh sets off with a x1 Sleigh Multiplier, and with 

each subsequent Sleigh, the multiplier increases by 1. Feel the joy as your Sleigh Multiplier grows, enhancing and multiplying 

your Gifts Bonus Prizes! Don’t let the excitement end there - keep the festive spirit alive! By gathering three or more Scatters 

during your Free Spins, you’ll be gifted with four extra Free Spins. And just like before, for every Scatter beyond the third, 

you’ll receive an extra two Free Spins, ensuring the festivities continue!

Santa’s hardworking reindeer are putting in overtime this year, creating a magical opportunity for you with every spin and 

reaction offering the chance of a Sleigh appearing above reels 2 to 5. Uncover the surprises Santa has left for you after each 

reaction, as one or more Gifts Bonus Prizes materialize before your eyes. Excitement builds as you collect these special prizes 

within each Sleigh, giving you the ultimate Christmas gift! And if you’ve been exceptionally good this year, Santa may even 

reward you with a Golden Sleigh, complete with a phenomenal x10 multiplier.
DESKTOP + MOBILE

GAME FEATURES

BIG TIME GAMING | CHRISTMAS CATCH

BTG must be used in all text marketing and communication materials alongside Christmas Catch, and BONUS BUY. The 
game is responsive to any height and width setting; however, for best results; house the desktop version of the game in a 
16:9 ratio window.

About Big Time Gaming

Gifts Bonus

Free Spins

Make your Christmas wish come true with Bonus Buy! Press the Bonus Buy icon to purchase 10 Free Spins for 100 times stake 

and get straight into the festive spirit.

Find out if you’ve been naughty or nice with Win Exchange™ where you can turn your big wins into Free Spins! Whenever 

you win between 25 and 100 times stake, you have the option to exchange the entire win for the chance to be awarded 10 

Free Spins. The chance of winning the gamble is shown in green on a wheel. Whenever you win 100 times stake or more, you 

have the option to exchange 100 times your stake for 10 Free Spins. 

Win ExchangeTM

Bonus Buy

Download the full promo pack: HERE  


